Miss Niemeyer’s  3rd Grade Newsletter
             Our Home and School Connection
9.28.12
Spelling
Words

1. himself
2. grandfather
3. grandmother
4. barefoot
5. popcorn
6. afternoon
7. homework
8. bedroom
9. everybody
10. everything
11. everyone
12. outside
13. butterfly
14. backyard
15. anyone

Common Misspelled Words:

Five words form the complete list of Commonly Misspelled words will be retested. 

(Since it is almost the end of the first quarter) 

Field Trip
On Wednesday, October 3rd the third graders will be attending the DuQuoin Conservation Fair field trip. We have two adult volunteers for our class. Thank you. 
A few reminders: 
	1. We will leave at 8:15am 
            2. Wear tennis shoes since we will be doing a lot of walking outside
            3. Bring a sack lunch and bottle of    water
            4. Be prepared for any kind of weather
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Creative Characters
The students published a new writing piece which was based on characterization. Each child used their creative minds to write about a make-believe character. It was an introduction to narrative writing. 
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Next Week
            (Short Week)
Wednesday: Field trip
Thursday: Reading Test
                 Spelling Test
                 Reading Logs 
No Grammar Test 
Commonly Misspelled Word List

great   bring  because  can  could  coming feel  like  really  said  they  them  use  very what  want  was  some  learn  a lot  does  any

 LUNCHEON
The students were rewarded today with their first monthly luncheon for completing their reading logs in the month of September. Way to go class!
Saxon Math
Just a reminder: your child will have a math assessment every five lessons. This type of program does not require the students to cram the night before using a study guide. The students are aiming for a level of mastery in their math skills. 

To help them at home: save their math worksheets and review the skills the night before an assessment. Also, review the mistakes on the test with them at home. 



Story of the Week

Title: Flytraps Plants That Bite Back 
Genre: Nonfiction
Comprehension Skill: Graphic Sources
Vocabulary: 
	collect: gather together
	hinge: a joint on which a cover or lid moves back and forth
	insects: small animals without backbones with bodies divided 
	into three parts
	pitcher: a container holding liquid
	plants: living things that can make their own food
	trap: a thing or means for catching animals
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